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For a graph F and natural numbers a1; . . . ; ar; let F ! ða1; . . . ; arÞ denote the
property that for each coloring of the edges of F with r colors, there exists i such that
some copy of the complete graph Kai is colored with the ith color. Furthermore, we
write ða1; . . . ; arÞ ! ðb1; . . . ; bsÞ if for every F for which F ! ða1; . . . ; arÞ we have also
F ! ðb1; . . . ; bsÞ: In this note, we show that a trivial sufﬁcient condition for the
relation ða1; . . . ; arÞ ! ðb1; . . . ; bsÞ is necessary as well. # 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)1. INTRODUCTION
Following the well-known arrow notation, we write F ! ðG1; . . . ;GrÞ; if
for each coloring of the edges of F with r colors there exists i 2 ½r ¼
f1; . . . ; rg; and a copy of Gi with all the edges colored by the ith color; by
F ! ða1; . . . ; arÞ we mean F ! ðKa1 ; . . . ;Kar Þ: The property is obviously
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GRAHAM ET AL.414symmetric with respect to permutations of the sequences ðG1; . . . ;GrÞ and
ða1; . . . ; arÞ: Hence, in what follows, we will rather speak of multisets of
graphs (or integers).
If F ¼ Ka; instead of F ! ða1; . . . ; arÞ we simply write a ! ða1; . . . ; arÞ:
For two multisets of integers a1; . . . ; ar and b1; . . . ; bs we put
ða1; . . . ; arÞ ! ðb1; . . . ; bsÞ ð1Þ
if for all graphs F such that F ! ða1; . . . ; arÞ we also have F ! ðb1; . . . ; bsÞ:
Note that F ! ðaÞ if and only if F 
 Ka; and so ðaÞ ! ðb1; . . . ; bsÞ if and only
if a ! ðb1; . . . ; bsÞ: Consequently, relation (1) can be viewed as a general-
ization of the arrow notation a ! ðb1; . . . ; bsÞ:
The aim of this note is to characterize those pairs of multisets of integers,
a1; . . . ; ar and b1; . . . ; bs; for which (1) holds. (The corresponding problem
for vertex colorings is solved in [2].)
Note that if for i ¼ 1; . . . ; r; we have ai ! ðb
ð1Þ
i ; b
ð2Þ
i ; . . . ; b
ðsiÞ
i Þ; then also
ða1; . . . ; arÞ ! ðb
ð1Þ
1 ; . . . ; b
ðs1Þ
1 ; . . . ; b
ð1Þ
r ; . . . ; b
ðsrÞ
r Þ:
Inspired by this observation we write
ða1; . . . ; arÞ ) ðb1; . . . ; bsÞ
if there exists a partition A1 [    [ Ar of the set f1; . . . ; sg such that for
every i ¼ 1; . . . ; r; we have either Ai ¼ | or ai ! ðbj: j 2 AiÞ: Clearly, as we
have already noticed, if ða1; . . . ; arÞ ) ðb1; . . . ; bsÞ then also ða1; . . . ; arÞ !
ðb1; . . . ; bsÞ: The main result of this note states that the reverse implication
holds as well.
Theorem 1.1. Let a1; . . . ; ar52; and b1; . . . ; bs52; be two multisets of
integers. Then ða1; . . . ; arÞ ! ðb1; . . . ; bsÞ if and only if ða1; . . . ; arÞ ) ðb1; . . . ;
bsÞ:
Let us mention the following consequence of the above theorem. If we
have both ða1; . . . ; arÞ ! ðb1; . . . ; bsÞ and ðb1; . . . ; bsÞ ! ða1; . . . ; arÞ; we
denote this fact by writing ða1; . . . ; arÞ $ ðb1; . . . ; bsÞ:
Corollary 1.1. Let a15a25   5ar53 and b15b25   5bs53: Then
ða1; . . . ; arÞ $ ðb1; . . . ; bsÞ if and only if r ¼ s and ai ¼ bi for i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; r:
Thus, the relation ða1; . . . ; arÞ ! ðb1; . . . ; bsÞ between multisets of integers
forms a partial order.
Example. Consider multisets (5,5) and (3,3,3). Clearly, ð3; 3; 3Þ 6) ð5; 5Þ;
and by Theorem 1.1 we have ð3; 3; 3Þ 6! ð5; 5Þ; which should not be
RAMSEY PROPERTIES 415surprising: there exist graphs F ; e.g., F ¼ K17; such that F ! ð3; 3; 3Þ but
F 6! ð5; 5Þ: But we also have ð5; 5Þ 6) ð3; 3; 3Þ; and thus Theorem 1.1 says
that there exists a graph F such that F ! ð5; 5Þ but F 6! ð3; 3; 3Þ:
2. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT
Let G ¼ ðG1; . . . ;GsÞ denote a family of edge-disjoint graphs with the
same vertex set, denoted further by V ðGÞ: We call G an s-structure. For
instance, an s-coloring of the edges of a graph naturally yields such an s-
structure, with some Gi possibly empty.
We say that an s-structure *G ¼ ð *G1; . . . ; *GsÞ is a copy of an s-structure
G ¼ ðG1; . . . ;GsÞ in an s-structure F ¼ ðF1; . . . ; FsÞ if *Gi  Fi for i ¼ 1; . . . ; s;
and there exists a bijection f : V ð *GÞ ! V ðGÞ which is simultaneously an
isomorphism between *Gi and Gi for all i ¼ 1; . . . ; s: Furthermore, we write
F! ðGÞr if any coloring of the edges of the graph F ¼ F1 [    [ Fs with r
colors leads to a copy *G of G in F such that each *Gi; i ¼ 1; . . . ; s; is
monochromatic (different *Gi’s may be monochromatic in different colors).
Finally, let oðGÞ denote the clique number of G:
The following theorem is a special case of a much more general result of
Ne$set$ril and R .odl [4].
Theorem 2.1. For every r52 and every s-structure G there exists an
s-structure F such that F! ðGÞr and oðFiÞ ¼ oðGiÞ for each i ¼ 1; . . . ; s:
Proof of Theorem 1.1. As we have already observed, the fact that
ða1; . . . ; arÞ ) ðb1; . . . ; bsÞ
implies
ða1; . . . ; arÞ ! ðb1; . . . ; bsÞ
follows directly from the deﬁnition of the relation ‘‘)’’. In order to prove
the reverse implication, let us assume that
ða1; . . . ; arÞ 6) ðb1; . . . ; bsÞ
i.e., that for every partition S ¼ A1 [    [ Ar of f1; . . . ; sg there is an index
iS ; 14iS4r; such that
aiS 6! ðbj: j 2 AiS Þ: ð2Þ
Our goal is to ﬁnd a graph F such that F ! ða1; . . . ; arÞ but F 6! ðb1; . . . ; bsÞ:
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S
s Þ
denote an s-structure with s jAiS j graphs G
S
i empty, which is obtained from
the complete graph KaiS by partitioning its edges into graphs G
S
j ; j 2 AiS ; in
such a way that oðGSj Þ5bj for all j 2 AiS (the existence of such a partition
follows from (2)). Let G ¼ ðG1; . . . ;GsÞ be an s-structure which is a disjoint
union of all GS ; i.e., V ðGÞ ¼
S
S V ðGSÞ and for each j ¼ 1; . . . ; s; Gj ¼S
S G
S
j ; where the summations are taken over all possible partitions S of the
set f1; . . . ; sg into r parts, with some of them possibly empty. Note that
oðGjÞ ¼ maxS oðGSj Þ5bj:
Furthermore, let F be an s-structure such that F! ðGÞr and oðFiÞ ¼ oðGiÞ
for i ¼ 1; . . . ; s; whose existence is guaranteed by Theorem 2.1. Finally, set
F ¼ F1 [    [ Fs:
Note that oðFjÞ5bj for all j ¼ 1; . . . ; s and so F 6! ðb1; . . . ; bsÞ: Now, let
c : EðF Þ ! ½r be an arbitrary coloring of the edges of F with r colors. Since
F! ðGÞr; there exists a copy *G of G in which each *Gj; j ¼ 1; . . . ; s; is
monochromatic. Consider the partition S0 ¼ A1 [    [ Ar of f1; . . . ; sg
where Ai ¼ fj: cð *GjÞ ¼ ig; and the s-structure *GS0 ¼ ð *G
S0
j : j 2 AiS0 Þ corre-
sponds to that partition. By the deﬁnition of S0; we have cð *G
S0
j Þ ¼ iS0 for all
j 2 AiS0 and we obtain a copy of KaiS0 ; all of whose edges are colored by color
iS0 2 ½r: Consequently, F ! ða1; . . . ; arÞ; and so
ða1; . . . ; arÞ 6! ðb1; . . . ; bsÞ:
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. ]
Example. We will show that ð5; 5Þ 6! ð3; 3; 3Þ; i.e., we will illustrate the
proof of Theorem 1.1 for a1 ¼ a2 ¼ 5 and b1 ¼ b2 ¼ b3 ¼ 3: Let S ¼
A1 [ A2 be a partition of f1; 2; 3g: For each such partition S we need to ﬁnd
an index iS 2 f1; 2g; and a 3-structure GS ¼ ðGS1 ;G
S
2 ;G
S
3Þ; which is obtained
by dividing the edges of KaiS ¼ K5; such that the graphs G
S
j ; j =2 AiS ; are
empty, and oðGSj Þ53; for all j 2 AiS :
Clearly, it is enough to choose iS such that jAiS j52; and as the ﬁrst two of
the graphs GSj ; j 2 AiS ; take two edge-disjoint pentagons contained in K5:
Since there are eight possible partitions of f1; 2; 3g into two sets, G is a
disjoint union of eight 3-structures. However, in fact, we can omit identical
patterns, so in this very symmetric example one can take as G the union
of just three 3-structures: G1 ¼ ðC5;C5; |Þ; G2 ¼ ðC5; |;C5Þ; and G3 ¼
ð|;C5;C5Þ:
When, as in the conclusion of the proof, each *Gi from a copy *G of G is
monochromatic under a 2-coloring of F ; it follows by the pigeonhole
principle that in at least one of the 3-structures *G1; *G2; *G3; both copies of C5
are colored with the same color. Consequently, there is a monochromatic K5
in F :
RAMSEY PROPERTIES 417Proof of Corollary 1.1. Note ﬁrst that, since a1; . . . ; ar53; for each i ¼
1; . . . ; r;
ða1; . . . ; ai1; aiþ1; . . . ; arÞ 6! ða1; . . . ; arÞ: ð3Þ
Indeed, take a minimal graph F with the property F ! ða1; . . . ; arÞ and let F 0
be obtained by deleting any edge from F : Then, clearly, F 0 6! ða1; . . . ; arÞ: On
the other hand, each coloring of F 0 with r colors, avoiding Kaj in the jth
color for j ¼ 1; . . . ; i 1; iþ 1; . . . ; r; must use the ith color at least
ðai
2
Þ  1 > 0 times. Hence F 0 ! ða1; . . . ; ai1; aiþ1; . . . ; arÞ:
Now, let ða1; . . . ; arÞ ! ðb1; . . . ; bsÞ: By Theorem 1.1, we have ða1; . . . ; arÞ
) ðb1; . . . ; bsÞ: Note that by (3), in the corresponding partition all sets Ai
must be nonempty. Hence s5r and, by symmetry, r4s; so that r ¼ s:
Because ða1; . . . ; arÞ $ ðb1; . . . ; brÞ; we must have a1 ¼ b1; and so A1 ¼
fb1g: Thus, ða2; . . . ; arÞ $ ðb2; . . . ; brÞ; and the statement follows by
induction. ]
3. FINAL REMARKS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
One can generalize the arrow notation and write
ðG1; . . . ;GrÞ ! ðH1; . . . ;HsÞ;
if for each graph F such that F ! ðG1; . . . ;GrÞ we also have F ! ðH1; . . . ;
HsÞ: In particular, ðGÞ ! ðH Þ means simply that G 
 H : Let ½s ¼ A1 [    [
Ar: It is easy to see that if
ðGiÞ ! ðHjÞj2Ai ; ð4Þ
for all i ¼ 1; . . . ; r; then also
ðG1; . . . ;GrÞ ! ðH1; . . . ;HsÞ: ð5Þ
We call (4) a decomposition of relation (5). Theorem 1.1 states that if all
graphs G1; . . . ;Gr and H1; . . . ;Hs are complete, then the relation ðG1; . . . ;
GrÞ ! ðH1; . . . ;HsÞ can be decomposed into a set of relations of type (4),
where, perhaps, some Ai ¼ |; i.e., some graphs Gi can be omitted.
Problem 1. Under what conditions on graphs G1; . . . ;Gr and H1; . . . ;
Hs; does relation (5) imply a decomposition of type (4)?
One can use a stronger version of Theorem 2.1 from [4] to extend our
Theorem 1.1 to graphs which are not complete but are, in a way, ‘‘very
highly connected.’’ For instance, a result analogous to Theorem 2.1 holds
GRAHAM ET AL.418for 3-chromatically connected graphs, i.e., graphs which cannot be
disconnected by removing a set of vertices which induces a bipartite
subgraph (see [3]). Other classes of graphs for which Theorem 1.1 clearly
holds are discussed e.g., in [4, 5].
This is just one of many basic open problems related to Ramsey
properties of families of graphs. We next mention another two. They may be
viewed as relaxations of Problem 1.
Problem 2. Under what conditions on graphs G1; . . . ;Gr and H1; . . . ;
Hs; does relation
ðG1; . . . ;GrÞ $ ðH1; . . . ;HsÞ ð6Þ
imply that r ¼ s and the multisets G1; . . . ;Gr and H1; . . . ;Hs are identical?
Corollary 1.1 states that the implication in Problem 2 is satisﬁed by
complete graphs on at least three vertices. Undoubtedly, it holds for a much
wider family of graphs, in particular for all ‘‘highly connected’’ graphs.
However, it is not true for stars.
Indeed, let Sk denote the star of k rays. Then, the pigeonhole principle and
Petersen’s theorem (any graph F with maximum degree 2k can be decomposed
into k subgraphs of maximum degrees at most 2) imply that
F ! ðS2k1þ1; . . . ; S2ksþ1Þ
if and only if DðF Þ > 2
Ps
i¼1 ki: Hence, for instance,
ðS7; S7; S7; S7Þ $ ðS9; S9; S9Þ:
This also shows that the implication in Problem 1 cannot be true for all
connected graphs.
The simplest, nontrivial case of Problems 1 and 2 is when r ¼ s ¼ 2 and
G1 ¼ G2 ¼ G and H1 ¼ H2 ¼ H : Then, the properties discussed in these
problems are essentially equivalent to the implication
ðG;GÞ ! ðH ;H Þ ) G 
 H : ð7Þ
Problem 3. Under what conditions on graphs G and H ; does (7) hold?
As before, it is true when both G and H are complete. In fact, Theorem
2.1 implies much more: for every Kk-free graph G there is a Kk-free graph
F for which F ! ðG;GÞ: In other words, for H ¼ Kk ;
ðG;GÞ ! ðH Þ ) G 
 H : ð8Þ
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for numerous families of ‘‘highly connected’’ graphs (see [5] for many results
in this direction).
However, let us emphasize that Problems 1–3 above are of a somewhat
different ﬂavor. For example, unlike (8), implication (7) can hold for graphs
which are not 2-connected. Indeed, consider the ‘‘whisk graph’’ Kþ3 which is
a ‘‘triangle with a tail,’’ i.e., the unique graph on four vertices with the
degree sequence 3221. Trivially, if F ! ðK3;K3Þ then F contains Kþ3 ; and
thus (8) fails with G ¼ K3 and H ¼ Kþ3 : On the other hand, it is not hard to
see that for H ¼ Kþ3 ; (7) remains valid. (It follows from the fact that any
graph G not containing a copy of Kþ3 is a union of vertex disjoint triangles
and triangle-free components.)
Finally, we note that (7) fails when H is a star. Indeed, a result of Kurek
[1] states that,
inf max
F 0F
jEðF 0Þj
jV ðF 0Þj
: F ! ðKk ;KkÞ
 
¼
1
2
ðRðkÞ  1Þ;
where RðkÞ is the Ramsey number. Thus, the maximum degree of any graph
F for which F ! ðKk ;KkÞ; grows at least exponentially with k: In particular,
for k53;DðF Þ52k  1; and consequently ðKk ;KkÞ ! ðSk ; SkÞ: Alternatively,
it follows by the local lemma that for such graphs F ; their maximum degree
DðF Þ grows superlinearly with k; which leads to the same conclusion.
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